Statement of Declaration and Consent Form

To: UNESCO Committee of Intangible Cultural Heritage

Greetings,

We, the practitioner of the “Sericulture and Silk weaving” in Afghanistan, strongly agree that the heritage should be inscribed on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity as national file with these submitting from the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. So, we appeal UNESCO to cooperate with Afghanistan in this matter, thus to preserve this heritage for the coming generation; taking into consideration that we are among those who perform such element. We have participated in preparing the inventory.

With Appreciation

امضا/ Signature

نوم / Name
Statement of Declaration and Consent Form

Greetings,

We, the practitioner of the "Sericulture and Silk weaving" in Afghanistan, strongly agree that the heritage should be inscribed on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity as national file with these submitting from the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. So, we appeal UNESCO to cooperate with Afghanistan in this matter, thus to preserve this heritage for the coming generation; taking into consideration that we are among those who perform such element. We have participated in preparing the inventory.

With Appreciation

امضا/ Signature
Statement of Declaration and Consent Form

To: UNESCO Committee of Intangible Cultural Heritage

Greetings,

We, the practitioner of the "Sericulture and Silk weaving" in Afghanistan, strongly agree that the heritage should be inscribed on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity as national file with these submitting from the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. So, we appeal UNESCO to cooperate with Afghanistan in this matter, thus to preserve this heritage for the coming generation; taking into consideration that we are among those who perform such element. We have participated in preparing the inventory.

With Appreciation

/ Signature

Name
Statement of Declaration and Consent Form

To: UNESCO Committee of Intangible Cultural Heritage

Greetings,

We, the practitioner of the “Sericulture and Silk weaving” in Afghanistan, strongly agree that the heritage should be inscribed on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity as national file with these submitting from the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. So, we appeal UNESCO to cooperate with Afghanistan in this matter, thus to preserve this heritage for the coming generation; taking into consideration that we are among those who perform such element. We have participated in preparing the inventory.

With Appreciation

/ Signature

[Handwritten Signature]

ICH - 02

5-02816

11-02

نامه برای تصویب میراث

به کمیته محرز میراث های فرهنگی یونسکو

با تقدیم سلام و احترامات فایحه

ما به صفت حاملین و ممتنین عنصر فرهنگی "تریبه کرم پیله و ابریشم بافی" "شندیا موافقت می‌کنیم که این میراث در فورم (ICH-02) یونسکو بعنوان دوسمه ملی جمهوری اسلامی افغانستان ثبت گردد. بنابراین، ما از سازمان یونسکو تقدیم نمی‌کنیم. با ما همکاری نموده، آنی بتترین این میراث را به نسل‌های بعد انتقال دهید؛ با پای خاطر نشان‌داده که ما ممتنین این میراث هستیم. ما در

با احترام

[Handwritten Signature]